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1. LOWER COST - Nearshore talent typically costs 20% to 40% 
less than comparable resources in the US and Europe

2. SAME TIMEZONE - Costa Rica conveniently shares time 
zones with the US, allowing for seamless collaboration 
and increased productivty  

3. EXTENSIVE TALENT POOL - Costa Rica provides sought-after data 
science and information technology professionals from all over Central 
and South America

4. BILIINGUAL  - Our nearshore professionals are fluent in both English and 
Spanish, enabling clear communication and a shared cultural work ethic

5. MORE FLEXIBILITY - Nearshoring is extremely flexible: 

• Acquire fully-vetted candidates fast (approximately two weeks)

• Easily scale up when you need to hire and down when you don’t

• Take the hassle out of technical recruiting - we do it all

Nearshore staff augmentation is a practice in which businesses 
hire services from companies in nearby countries.

Why newData?

*Full-Time Employeee (W2)

**Independent Contractor (1099)

Why Nearshoring?

• Preferred US partner of Nova Comp, a leader in recruitment in Costa Rica

• Custom placement with decades of experience vetting top technical talent

• Competitive placement costs compared to equivalent talent sourced in the US

• newData LLC is a US-based company committed to our clients’ satisfaction


